Students of the Ateneo de Manila University-Loyola Schools who graduated from a previous graduate degree may apply for a subsequent Master's/Doctoral degree. The subsequent graduate degree may be of the same level (previous and subsequent degrees are both master’s or doctoral level) or of different level (previous degree is a doctoral level and the subsequent degree is a master’s level). The subsequent graduate degree may not necessarily be in the same discipline or field of the student’s previous graduate degree.

☐ 1. Scanned copy of the official Ateneo - Loyola Schools Graduate Transcript of Records
☐ 2. Personal Essay
   A. Reason for graduate study
      1) Reasons for pursuing graduate studies at this time
      2) Reasons for choosing your program of study
   B. Qualities and experiences which you feel will help you or give you difficulties in your chosen program of study
      1) Personal qualities, abilities or special skills
      2) Work experience (life experiences) and previous studies
      3) Constraints or difficulties that you anticipate encountering in your studies
   C. Potential contribution of an Ateneo graduate education to your profession and larger society

☐ 3. Scanned copy of 2” x 2” ID picture
☐ 4. Three Recommendations

Additional Requirements for Filipino Applicants
☐ a. Scanned copy of the original birth certificate (PSA issued)
☐ b. Scanned copy of the original marriage certificate - for married women (PSA issued)

Additional Requirements for International Applicants – Non-Philippine passport holder
☐ a. Scanned copy of Passport Bio page
☐ b. Scanned copy of Valid Visa/Special Study Permit for enrollment